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We trace xenobiotics (chemicals not native to the body, whether toxic or beneficial) by introducing
by disseca labeled compound into a biological system (primarily mice or cell cultures), followed
compound
ting or isolating one or more parts of the system to determine the concentration of the
present in those parts. A series of such tests provides a time history of the spread of the compound,
if the time between the initial dosing and sample isolation is varied. Applying AMS to tracer
studies improves sensitivity by five or six orders of magnitude, making possible the testing of
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above contemporary levels and the carcinogen concentration. For example, we traced 14C-labeled
phenyl-imidazo-pyridine through the blood, excreta and 11 organs or tissues in order to obtain the
murine response to a single dose of this potent carcinogen found in cooked muscle meats. Three
mice were analyzed at each of 16 time delays after dosing. The experiment produces at least 624
separate samples, but the number exceeds 800 when duplicates for testing or redilutions for more
14C
concentrations range from contemporary to several hundred times
precision are included. The
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Such complete tracing of a carcinogen has never before been accomplished, since no initial dose
of 14C-labeled carcinogen could have been detected in all the tissues of interest by decay counting
without incurring tissue damage through the sheer amount of the administered compound. In
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previous tests (Turteltaub et al. 1989), a detectable dose of carcinogen
would be equivalent to that
found in 80 million hamburgers, whereas this experiment uses
the equivalent of only a single
hamburger's toxin. We measured samples from this study at
the rate of 20-40 per
p week and
required several months to complete the AMS measurements.
The development of a sensitive, competitive radioimmunoassay
is another example of sample
mple
preparation and measurement designed for A MS - related biological
research. This development will
provide a tool for quantifying trace compounds in humans and
in environments at low levels
without directly using radio-labeled compounds. We produce 20-30
samples pper week to discover
the binding characteristics of the antibodies at low concentrations
of labeled and unlabeled
reactants. The measurements must be made shortly after the
assay experiments, so that further
design of the assay can be based upon these results. For this reason,
we use the AMS facility every
Monday afternoon for biomedical measurements. We analyze and
discuss the data on Tuesdays.
We perform new assays on Wednesdays. The samples are diluted,
dried, combusted and g raphitized
on Thursdays. We mount them in the sample holders on
Fridays. In this research, long measurement lead times, typical of previous AMS operations, completely
idle the research until results are
obtained.
have designed rapid, parallel-sample processing that is done
in conjunction with and close to
the production of these samples in the biological laboratory. Rapid
turnaround for projects like the
immunoassay, and high throughput for whole-body tracing have
been
achieved. The preparation
y
g
protocol has built-in safeguards, so that even minor cross-contamination
of samples is eliminated
by design rather than through conscious effort.
I

GRAPHITIZATION

Many analytical systems in biomedical research operate on vaporized
samples, and the obvious
mating of these technologies to an AMS source is still one of our
goals. However, we continue to
pursue graphite production for use in our cesium-sputter ion
source, because the complete
preparation of the graphite can be performed independently of the
expensive accelerator time and
far from the possible contamination of unrelated samples. If
the combustion of the biomedical
sample is accomplished directly at or in the ion source, gas-feed
ion sources have the advantage
of easy preparation prior to the time of measurement. Such
arrangements
ments are still impractical
because of the dynamic range of our samples, the clearing time
required to reduce cross-contamination in gas handling systems and the cleaning time required
on individual gas targets Bronk &
Hedges 1990). Measurement of a biomedical sample is complete
in a total of 3-8 min (repeated
10 k count measures, with standards every 5-10 samples),
less time than is required to switch and
clear some gas sources. Ion sources other than the cesium-sputter
type may be required for full
integration of the ion source and sample preparation.
Graphite produced by hydrogen reduction of CO2 over iron
or cobalt provides the desired
properties for rapid, accurate and precise AMS measurements (Vogel,
Nelson & Southon 1989),
but the production includes unacceptable risks of cross-contamination
from enriched samples
(Vogel, Southon &Nelson 1990). Hydrogen reduction requires
the use of a common gas manifold
and a limited number of reusable reaction vessels. The throughput
could be increased byy usingg
detachable reaction vessels, but cross-contamination could remain
in any reused reactors. Jull et
al. (1986) and Slota et al. (1987) developed zinc reduction to
provide precise, accurate 14C dates.
Several laboratories pursued gaphitization by zinc reduction of
CO2 within a single, sealed tube H.
Polach, personal communication
. Slota and Taylor (1989) discuss
one such method. Reduc-
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as TiH2, from which I obtained satisfactory results.
PARALLEL SAMPLE PREPARATION
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TO VACUUM MANIFOLD

Fig. 1. A disposable plastic mini-manifold is used to
transfer the CO2 from the combustion tube to the
reaction tube. The quartz combustion tubes are made
with a breakable point on one end. The borosilicate
glass reaction tube has a dimple in one side to support
the smaller tube containing the cobalt catalyst above
the zinc and titanium hydride reductants.

The tubes are placed on their sides in a metal rack, and
the rack is placed in a furnace at 500°
for 3 h, and then 550°C for 2 h. The number of samples
processed is limited only by the size of
the furnace. Different temperatures are not required on
the zinc and cobalt. The product normally
precipitates on or near the catalyst, forming filamentous graphite,
which is easily packed into sample holders. Samples ranging in size from 150 ,ug to 2
mg have been successfully produced.
effect of internal gas pressure may occasionally cause samples
with >2 mg of carbon in the 6-7
cc reaction tubes not to form graphite. A layer of "cobalt
blue" material forms instead around the
zinc and the titanium hydride. The graphite samples are
stored in their reaction vessels until
immediately prior to use. For each sample, the graphite is
pounded into the central 1 mm-diameterr
hole in the sample holder with a fresh drill stem.
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the graphite yields as functions of the amounts
of zinc and titanium hydride in the
reaction tube. Forty mgg or more of zinc mg'1 of carbon
are required, as are 10-40 mg of the
hydride. The data in the figure were obtained from samples reacting
at 435°C, and less hydride and
zinc may be usable at higher temperatures. Production of
methane in excess hydrogen ma Y cause
the reduced yields measured at high hydride levels.
True yi ells may be higher than the maximum
80% in the figure. These yields are a comparison of the
CO2 pressure in a poorly calibrated
measure volume with the amounts of CO from recombustion
before 13C-isotopic analysis. The 13C
2
fractionation is shown as a function of the yield in Figure 3.
The seven samples of ANU sucrose
that gave high yields were an average of 2.2%0 lighter
than the initial sample. Even the larger
isotopic shifts at lower yields would not markedly compromise
the biomedical measurements. So
Some
samples formed cobalt carbide instead of graphite, resulting
in
low ion outputs and 5-10% errors
g
14C/13C
in the
ratios. Incomplete progression to graphite occurred about
10% of the time in the 300
samples that we initially made at a 435°C reaction temperature.
Less than 5% of the samples fail
to make graphite at the temperatures that we now use.
Smaller amount s of cobalt can also force
the precipitation of graphite.
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of the sealed tube process is a
function of the graphite yield of
the reaction. The seven highest
yields showed a 2.2%o shift from
the original material.
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(30-60µA,12C-) that are 50-90%
The graphites from this method produce ion beams in our source
begins at a high level and there is
those of graPhites from hydrogen reduction. The ion intensity
are homogeneous by comparing
little or no "burn-in" period. 'Figure 4 shows that the graphites
of isotope ratios obtained from
successive measurements (10 k counts each) and the final average
were each split 50%-50% into
aliquots of five graphites produced by this method: three graphites
10%-90% in separate sample holders
separate sample holders and two graphites were each split
aliquot is divided by that of the
before measurement. The isotope ratio of the smaller or initial
demonstrates the equivalence
larger or other aliquot to provide the data in the plot. Figure 4 also
the ratios of individual isotope
of this graphite to that produced by hydrogen reduction. I show
obtained from an aliquot of CO2
measurements 10 k counts each) and the final average ratio
of the same CO2 reduced by
reduced by this method to the average obtained from two aliquots
differences in isotope ratios between
hydrogen in our standard reactors. There were also no
D14C 510 ± 10%o, N = 5) and those that
=
graphite samples of ANU sucrose that reacted for 5 h
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Fig. 4. Individual measurements of isotope ratios (14C/13C) were compared for different aliquots of the same materials, o,
0, o = The ratios of the isotope ratios between evenly divided aliquots of 3 separate graphites prepared in sealed tubes
show homogeneity of graphite aliquots. x, + = The ratios of the isotope ratios between aliquots divided roughly as
10%/90% show the dependence of the measurements on source presentation.
The ratio of the isotope ratios between
a sealed tube graphite and the average of two graphites prepared by the usual hydrogen reduction of the same CO2 show
the equivalence of the two preparation processes. The width of the distribution indicates that we still have random
fluctuations in our system greater than the 1% counting statistics would suggest, but the averages of all the measurements
indicate that systematic errors are small, except in the case of one of the uneven splits.

reacted for 20 h (D14C = 516 ± 12%o, N = 4), when hydrogen reduced graphites were used as
standards.
I do not expect this method to produce high-precision 14C dates for other disciplines, because the
processing background is -1 pMC and variable. This background is not surprising, because the
sealed reactors have a larger surface than our hydrogen reactors. We do not specifically clean the
metal powders before use. In an attempt to clean and reduce all surfaces and the powders in situ
before use, we baked prepared reaction tubes in a vacuum oven at 250°C in a 5 psia atmosphere
of hydrogen overnight. The process modified the catalytic effects of the surfaces to such an extent
that no graphite was produced.

CONCLUSION

This method of graphite preparation possesses all of the properties required to expand biomedical
AMS measurements of 14C. We have kept a weekly cycle of 50-100 measurements and analyses,
with all of the sample preparation being performed on 2 to 3 days a week. The plastic, disposable
manifold has completely eliminated cross-contamination from the graphitization procedure. The 14C
concentrations in a recent series varied over many orders of magnitude (100,000 to 1.5 pMC
)
without contaminations. Whereas the procedure may never replace hydrogen reduction in terms of
precision, other disciplines may also benefit from this technique, if they require large numbers of
measurements at 1-2% precisions.
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